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SMU Classification: Restricted
Higher Education Assessments
Assignments are an important and necessary 
part of the learning and assessment process in 
higher education
If the assignments given to students are easily 
copied then this work will be diminished in the 
eyes of the students and academic staff
 Haines (1986), Conner (1985), Connell (1981)
Discriminate against honest students who will 
find themselves at a disadvantage
 Todd-Mancillas (1987)
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Traditional Method of Assessment
Subject background: 
 First unit accounting subject (“Accounting 1”)
 40% of the subject on the accounting cycle
 Over 1,500 enrolments per year
Students were given a common major 
assignment that encompasses the full 
accounting cycle from journalising transactions 
through to preparing financial statements
Tutors were given a common solution for all 
students
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Traditional Method of Assessment
This conventional method of assessment means 
all students have the same assignment 
specifications and the assignment is thus highly 
“duplicable” and easily plagiarised
 Haines (1986), Maslen (1993)
“Practice sets” suffer the same limitations
Research suggests that educators should try to 
devise ways to forestall these activities, help 
overcome students’ apathy, and enhance the 
learning experience
 Connor (1985), Connell (1981)
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Individualising Assignments
In 1996, we started using a specifically-written 
computer software to generate individualised 
assignments
 All aspects of the assignment can be customised 
within the specified parameters
 All values are generated by a randomiser module
While every assignment is different, there are 
common specifications for all businesses and 
business-specific specifications
 “Common” versus business specific accounts, 
transactions, opening balances, and other variables
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Individualising Assignments
The requirements and instructions to complete 
the assessment is common
 Each student is handed a unique datasheet detailing 
the detail of his or her assignment
 The datasheet is also numbered and tutors keep a 
record of the assignment numbers distributed
Cooperative learning is encouraged
 Cottell and Millis (1993), Kagan (1989), Pemberton and Krueger (1991)
Solutions are provided to the tutors in the form 
of a “solution module”
 Tutors key in the unique assignment number and 
solution to the assignment can be printed
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Assignment Generator
Written in Microsoft Access
Assignments (and solutions) can be generated 
in a matter of minutes
 500 unique assignments and solutions take about 2 
minutes to create
No built-in limitations on the number of 
assignments and assignment specifications
Demonstration
 See attached printouts for sample instruction, 
datasheet and solutions
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Assignment Generator
Main menu and icons
Generate datasets
View Solutions
Print datasets
Print Solutions
Parameters
Exit
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Assignment Generator
Parameters specification screen
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Assignment Generator
Sample screen for different business scenarios
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Assignment Generator
Sample opening
account balance
parameters
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Assignment Generator
Sample transactions settings
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Assignment Generator
Sample variable parameter specifications
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Assignment Generator
Sample unique
Datasheet handed
out to students
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Assignment Generator
Sample Solutions
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Significance and Implications
Significantly reduce plagiarism opportunities
About 80% of students prefer individualised 
assignments to common assignments and 
believe individualised assignments results in 
better understanding of the subject materials
 Waldmann (2000)
All teaching staff felt that individual 
assignments enhance the learning process
Currently developing a generic case study 
generator that can be used in other subjects
 Cost accounting, management accounting
